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QUESTION 1

How should an administrator configure backups to have seven days of restore points? 

A. schedule a daily node backup 

B. schedule a daily backup 

C. schedule a weekly backup 

D. schedule a weekly backup for each day of the week 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 provides the capability to tag full "document families". 

What is a "document family"? 

A. an email message and all attachments 

B. an email message and all associated replies and forwarded messages 

C. a group of documents that are similar 

D. a group of documents that have the same hash value 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the most efficient way to find documents that are unable to be searched in the Filters pane? 

A. Document Size - 0KB 

B. File Type - Other Types 

C. Message Flag - crawler truncated 

D. File Flag - No content found 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

What is an advantage of configuring email digest in Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0? 

A. custodian notices can be sent automatically by email in response to an event 
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B. custodian emails can be forwarded automatically to an email address 

C. custodian changes can be sent automatically to an email address 

D. unconfirmed custodian notices can be automatically escalated to a manager 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A Case Team needs to determine whether to enable Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 to extract images from emails
and files. 

Which two considerations should influence the Case Team\\'s decisions? (Select two.) 

A. extracting images can expand the attachment list during review and export 

B. if image extraction is disabled, images are unavailable for viewing 

C. no indication of whether there are images in a document is given, so extracting images is an essential step to ensure
they will be reviewed 

D. extracting images is supported for email only 

E. extracting images enables users to apply OCR to the images, thus generating text and making the images
searchable 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the proper format for the SharePoint path when setting up a SharePoint Source? 

A. //Servername/SiteName 

B. //192.168.1.100/SiteName/ 

C. http://Servername/SiteName 

D. http://SiteName/default.aspx 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What is the purpose of the Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 Automation Rules feature? 

A. to automate the processing of data after collection 

B. to automate repetitive review tasks 
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C. to automate the production of data 

D. to automate the escalation of Legal Holds 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator has been notified that additional data has been gathered for a case. The loose electronic documents
are organized by custodian and have been copied into a source folder which contains data that has been processed. 

How can an administrator add the new data to the case? 

A. re-run post-processing on the source 

B. create a new Case Folder Source pointing to the new data 

C. run Discovery against the existing folder to identify the newly added data 

D. collect the new data and process as a new Collection Set 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 

Which collections and legal hold capabilities will users assigned to the customized user role shown in the exhibit have? 

A. Case User access to collections and case manager access to legal holds 

B. Case Admin access to collections and case manager access to legal holds 

C. no access to collections but read access and write access to legal holds 

D. read-only access to collections and full access to legal holds 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 10

What is the difference between an \\'Invalid Case\\' and a \\'Recoverable Case\\'? 

A. Invalid Case means the case integrity is compromised and must be restored and Recoverable Case means a minor
error occurred 

B. both statuses indicate the case is unavailable for processing 

C. recoverable Case means the case is currently being backed up and Invalid Case means case is available for
processing 

D. both Invalid Case and Recoverable Case indicate the case is offline 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

A legal team wants to perform a search that identifies the term "contract" in the subject field of a message except when
the word "concluded" is also in the subject field. 

Which query will provide the desired result? 

A. +(u_subject:contract)NOT(u_subject:concluded) 

B. +(u_subject:contract)-(u_subject:concluded) 

C. +(u_subject:contract)EXCEPT - (u_subject:concluded) 

D. +(u_subject_fld:contract)-(u_subject_fld:concluded) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which account requires permissions for an Enterprise Vault discovery to perform successfully? 

A. EsaEvRetrieverService account 

B. EsaApplicationService account 

C. Enterprise Vault Source account 

D. EsaEvCrawlerService account 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two types of data can be analyzed on the Analytics tab for a Collection? (Select two.) 
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A. File Type 

B. Source Type 

C. Custodian 

D. Task 

E. Summary 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14

When setting the Symantec eDiscovery Platform 8.0 to collect the data from Symantec Enterprise Vault an error
appears stating that the Enterprise Vault server is unable to be connected. 

What must be verified? 

A. the Clearwell Utility generated certificate must exactly match the Enterprise Vault server certificate 

B. the version of the installed Enterprise Vault API runtime must exactly match the Enterprise Vault server version 

C. the Enterprise Vault Shopping Service is running on the Enterprise Vault server 

D. the Enterprise Vault Auditing database is available 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

An organization needs to decide how to set up reviewer permissions and rights for its Symantec eDiscovery Platform
8.0 environment. The only permissions and rights the reviewers need is to access the material they are responsible to
review. 

How should the System Manager configure the permissions and rights for the reviewers? 

A. assign Review Access to each individual reviewer to give access to the folder that contains items for that reviewer 

B. assign an Access Group to each individual reviewer and give access to the folder that contains items for that
reviewer 

C. create a custom Role for each individual reviewer and give access to the folder that contains items for that reviewer 

D. create a custom Access Profile for each individual reviewer and give access to the folder that contains items for that
reviewer 

Correct Answer: D 
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